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Can the Market Assure Quality? 
 
       Functioning markets provide natural incentives to stimulate the provision of quality work. Market incentives 

can prompt organizations to foster a culture of quality, which can in turn support work of high quality. The key issue 

is whether the market for health care quality can be made to work like markets for other products. 
 
       The traditional judgment, noted at the outset of this article, was that the market for health care does not work; 

consumers are not capable of making appropriate judgments as to health care quality. [FN200] In particular, it has 

been widely believed that consumers are not capable of evaluating professional judgment. The explication of the 

nature of professional judgment set out above demonstrates the plausibility of this belief. The consumer has neither 

the knowledge nor experience in most instances to evaluate ex ante, or even ex post, the judgment of the profession-

al. [FN201] It is, of course, not necessary that *851 consumers understand the process of professional judgment, 

only that they be able to evaluate its product. Even here, however, the ability of consumers is limited. The consumer 

may be able to recognize a failure of professional action (and even this may not always be true), but as was noted 

above, failure may or may not indicate a quality deficiency. 
 
       The consumer may be more capable of evaluating production processes. Waiting times, cleaning schedules, or 

billing procedures, for example, are readily accessible to consumer evaluation. Even with respect to many produc-

tion processes, however, consumers will lack sufficient information to make a useful quality judgment with respect 

to the particular process, similar or comparative processes generally, or both. 
 
       Some commentators believe that the information processing revolution, aided by market restructuring, offers the 

promise of overcoming the traditional deficiencies of health care markets. [FN202] If consumers have information 

about the comparative outcomes of professional care--it is contended--they can evaluate the quality of that care 

without needing to understand the professional judgments that produced those outcomes. If consumers possess com-

parative information about patient satisfaction with health care institutions, they need not understand the production 

processes that produced patient satisfaction in one institution or dissatisfaction in another. In the final analysis, we 

are told that if consumers can be given “report cards,” the market will produce quality. [FN203] But has the infor-

mation revolution solved the market failures that originally justified regulation? 
 
       There are reasons to believe that it has not, or at least not totally. [FN204] The report card is not a concept with-

out problems. To begin with, report cards will not be easy to implement. The idea of comparison shopping for health 

care raises a host of methodological questions with respect to data collection and presentation. 
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       First, at what level should data be collected and aggregated? Ideally consumers should be given comparative 

information regarding health plans, institutions that participate in those plans, or professionals who practice in those 

institutions, facilitating consumer choice at all three levels. But as information is aggregated in smaller and smaller 

units, it becomes less likely that the number of observations will be sufficiently large to generate meaningful data. 

[FN205] Data collection also becomes more expensive and presentation of data more cumbersome at lower levels of 

aggregation. 
 
       Second, what information should be collected? Though structure and process measures are often used because 

they are relatively easy to maintain, their relationship to quality is problematic. [FN206] It is generally thought that 

outcome data is a better measure of quality, but one must determine which outcomes to measure. Mortality data was 

one of the earliest types of outcome *852 information to become available to consumers. For most health conditions, 

however, mortality is a relatively infrequent result, and survival is less an indication of success than other outcome 

measures might be. [FN207] Indeed, for some conditions an early death might be the best result. Defining and 

measuring other indicators of quality, such as improvement of quality of life or of functioning, is far more problem-

atic and costly than measuring mortality. It will be tempting to limit report cards to data that are already readily 

available and to areas of performance that are easily measured, regardless of the usefulness of these data. 
 
       Third, there is the problem of quality of data. Available data is often incomplete, misleading, or inaccurate. 

[FN208] It was often created for other purposes, such as payment, and is of limited value for measuring quality. 

While better quality data could be created through review of medical records, it would still be far from perfect and 

very expensive to obtain. [FN209] 
 
       Fourth, a host of “noise” problems must be overcome. Outcomes data are meaningless or misleading unless they 

are adjusted for severity of illness, the presence of do not resuscitate orders or comorbidities, and other factors not 

under the control of providers. [FN210] The history of the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) mortality 

surveys shows how devilishly difficult it can be both to adjust adequately for the host of exogenous factors that can 

affect mortality and to quell suspicions that attempted adjustments are not adequate. [FN211] HCFA ultimately 

dropped its reporting because it determined that a high percentage of the lowest performing hospitals were institu-

tions that served the poorest and most needy patients and because it could not solve intractable problems with its 

measurement methodology. [FN212] Similarly, California's outcome assessment program found that some of the 

state's most sophisticated hospitals rated poorly on outcome indices because they had been most aggressive in re-

porting complications of surgery to maximize Medicare Diagnosis Related Group reimbursement. [FN213] Adjust-

ing for risk, on the other hand, permits providers to play games with outcome reporting systems by inflating risk 

data about their patients, thus improving risk adjusted performance. [FN214] Risk adjustment requires the use of 

additional data, which itself may be incomplete or inaccurate. [FN215] Risk adjustment also may potentially mask 

quality problems. Adjusting for age, for example, may mask problems in treatment of the elderly. [FN216] Finally, 

even if perfect risk adjustment could be *853 achieved, some providers are still likely to appear as outliers simply 

because of random variation, a factor unlikely to be appreciated by consumers. [FN217] 
 
       Accurate measurement of patient satisfaction will also prove difficult. Reported levels of satisfaction diverge 

depending both on variables in data collection (such as response rates and the timing and manner of surveying) and 

on reporter characteristics, such as gender, age, ethnicity, health status, income, and whether the reporter is a patient 

or proxy (family member or friend). [FN218] Devising either a simplified description of consumer satisfaction that 

accurately corrects for these variables or a complex representation that fully accounts for their diversity will be very 

difficult. 
 
       A related concern is assurance of measurement uniformity. To make certain that data are comparable, not only 

must the same units and instruments of measuring be used, but timing and scope of measurement must also be iden-

tical. Since data are likely to be drawn from a number of different sources, including self-reporting by plans or insti-

tutions, this may be difficult to achieve. Uniformity of reporting systems is also important. Currently, national 
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standards do not exist for report cards, [FN219] and absent some form of national health care reform, such standards 

are unlikely to be adopted. 
 
       Timeliness of data will also be very important. Some time lag between data collection and use will be inevita-

ble. By the time information on health plans or institutions becomes available, the professionals that were affiliated 

with an institution or the professionals and institutions that were affiliated with a plan at the time the data were col-

lected may have left the institution or plan and been replaced by others. 
 
       Finally, validation of the integrity of the data will also be a major concern. Significant incentives exist for plans 

and providers to manipulate or even misrepresent results. Even in an area as objective as clinical laboratory profi-

ciency testing, substantial opportunity has been found for manipulation of results. [FN220] Assuring unbiased pa-

tient satisfaction, access, and outcome data will prove even more demanding a task. If the data are to be of any use at 

all, a system for auditing of data and for monitoring of data reporting will need to be put in place. [FN221] 
 
       How consumers will use the report card is also problematic. The assumption that underlies consumer report card 

proposals is that consumers will make what is called in the consumer behavior literature a “compensatory” choice. 

[FN222] It is presumed that each consumer evaluating a set of plan or institution report cards will: 1) consider each 

of the scores that each plan or institution achieved for each of the quality measures that the consumer considers sali-

ent: 2) weight these measures by the intensity of their salience; and 3) combine the information gained from this 

process with information *854 regarding price, cost-sharing, and the identity of participating providers and profes-

sionals; to 4) on the basis of this information pick the “best” plan or institution, i.e., the plan or institution that 

achieves the highest “score” once the products of the weight and grades for each measure are totaled, with low 

grades on some measures compensating for high scores on others. 
 
       In fact, this result is very unlikely. If a report card covers a dozen plans or institutions, each with fifty quality 

measures, consumers would be dealing with six hundred discrete bits of information--many of which might be con-

tinuous rather than binary variables--and a nearly infinite variety of combinations of variables. One potential result 

in this information-rich environment would be “information overload.” [FN223] Consumers might simply be over-

whelmed by the quantity of information, and make choices randomly related to their actual optimal choice. 
 
       A more likely result is that consumers will pursue a conjunctive search strategy. The consumer will begin by 

identifying one or two highly important product attributes and screening available plans or institutions based on the-

se attributes to eliminate all but a few plans or institutions. The consumer will then switch to the compensatory 

search strategy described above for evaluating the small subset of plans or institutions so identified. [FN224] The 

initial screening search for health plans will in all likelihood be based on factors such as price, cost-sharing, or ac-

cess to providers with whom the consumer has an established relationship, with quality comparisons only playing a 

marginal role at the final cut. For institutions, ease of access and professional affiliations may be key characteristics. 
 
       It is also likely that consumer decision-making will be affected by biased heuristics and framing effects. A con-

sumer who has just seen a television program on breast cancer may focus unduly on a mammography screening rate 

measure. Even so trivial a factor as the order in which quality information or plans or institutions are presented will 

probably influence some decisions. [FN225] 
 
       In fact, distinctions among plans will in most instances be much finer and less determinate than is commonly 

imagined. Patient satisfaction surveys tend to be skewed toward the high end and are often quite insensitive, particu-

larly if the consumer is merely asked to rank in order the global acceptability of care. [FN226] State and local con-

sumer information projects currently underway tend to reveal quite small differences in performance among most 

hospitals, particularly in the area of patient satisfaction. [FN227] It is thus possible that consumer decisions will be 

based on statistically meaningless differences, especially if consumers are not carefully educated in the use of the 

reported material. 
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        *855 Finally, it is quite probable that many consumers will not understand what the report cards are measuring. 

The fact that many hospital administrators seem to have misunderstood HCFA's methodology for analyzing mortali-

ty data gives little confidence that average consumers will understand the much more sophisticated report cards that 

have recently been proposed. [FN228] 
 
       Although it is difficult, indeed probably impossible, to predict exactly how all of these factors will affect con-

sumer decisionmaking, it takes a mighty leap of faith to believe that consumers will in fact choose the plan or insti-

tution that is in some absolute sense either the highest quality or the most appropriate for their needs. While one can 

predict with confidence that consumers will eschew plans or institutions that are clear low-end outliers, why rely on 

consumers to boycott clearly inadequate plans or institutions rather than simply excluding them from the market? If 

we cannot be certain that consumers will make the right choice, why not at least protect them through regulation 

from making choices that are clearly wrong? 
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